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One way marketers differentiate functionally equivalent or similar offerings is by varying product claim specificity.  For example,

drug manufacturers may offer one product indicated for migraines and another for general analgesia that contain identical active

ingredients.  Previous research suggests this strategy often works – consumers prefer functionally specialized products over general or

“all-in-one” alternatives.  Yet, this may not always be the case.  We argue that preference for specialized alternatives may depend on

the consumer’s subjective knowledge within the category and present a study demonstrating that a significant number of higher-

knowledge consumers prefer options that make multiple product claims.
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One way marketers differentiate functionally equivalent or similar offerings is by varying product claim specificity. For example,
Wyeth’s Advil brand is promoted as “the every pain reliever,” but Advil also offers a specific migraine product. Both contain the same
active ingredient (200mg solubilized ibuprofen)–but do migraine sufferers prefer Advil Migraine to Advil Liqui-Gels? Previous research
has shown that consumers favor products with specific claims over those with general positioning strategies. For instance, Chernev (2007)
demonstrates that “all-in-one” products offering a number of functional features are perceived as less effective compared to products with
one focal feature. However, we argue that preference for specific-use alternatives may depend on the consumer’s subjective category
knowledge and present a study demonstrating this effect.

Prior research demonstrates that knowledge serves as an influential factor in the type and extent of information search behavior
(Brucks 1985; Moorman et al. 2004), the range of choice heuristics available (Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998), and the formation and
recall of category structures (Hutchinson 1983; Alba and Hutchinson 1987). However, the relationship between objective and perceived
or subjective knowledge remains unclear (Moorman et al. 2004). Subjective knowledge has been demonstrated to affect consumer choice
behavior for new items with which consumers have little familiarity (Park et al. 1988), but to our knowledge, questions remain regarding
the impact of subjective knowledge on familiar product categories. Together, this research suggests consumers obtain, interpret, and
employ product attribute information differently depending upon both their objective and subjective knowledge, which may affect
preferences for high or low product claim specificity.

We performed an experiment to examine whether perceived knowledge influences preferences for specific versus general products.
The study employed a 2x2 design (choice set: [specific v. all-in-one products] v. [specific v. general products] x price: high specific v.
low specific) that also measured subjects’ self-reported product category knowledge. Subjects were randomly assigned to conditions with
stimuli order counterbalanced.

Participants were asked to imagine they had a headache and were at a store to buy medication. They were instructed to choose between
two analgesics from the same fictional brand with varied package designs. All subjects saw a specific “headache-relief” product packaged
in a box featuring a glowing orange head and a “relieves your TOUGHEST headaches” tagline. Next to this, subjects saw one of two
alternatives. In the all-in-one condition, an all-in-one “pain relief” product indicated for multiple uses was presented next to the specific
product–these multiple uses were depicted by a glowing orange back, hand, and head on the box. Alternately, in the general condition,
a “pain relief” product featuring a body with an all-encompassing orange glow was shown next to the specific product. Both alternative
products claimed to relieve “your TOUGHEST pain.”

Product prices were varied by condition to determine whether consumers would simply select the less-expensive alternative and to
increase generalizability. In the high specific price condition, the “headache relief” medicine was priced at $9.99 while the alternative was
priced at $7.99, and vice-versa in the low specific price condition.

After choosing an analgesic, participants’ subjective knowledge of the product category was assessed using a continuous self-report
measure.

Subjects reporting lower perceived knowledge selected the specific-use headache medication with approximately the same frequency
when it was paired with either the general-use or all-in-one products. However, among higher-knowledge participants, choice share of
the specific-use product dropped significantly when presented alongside the multiple-use item. Thus, while the majority of consumers
preferred the specific-use product, a significant number of higher-knowledge individuals preferred the all-in-one item. All main effects
and interactions involving price were non-significant.

These preliminary findings suggest that subjective knowledge influences consumer preference for specific-use products, but
additional research is needed to untangle the causes underlying this phenomenon. One possibility is that the specific ailments listed on
the all-in-one package could invoke feelings of marketplace metacognition (Wright 2002; Brown and Krishna 2004), such that higher-
knowledge consumers may be making choices to counteract perceptions that marketers are encouraging redundant purchases by offering
both specific and general alternatives. Alternately, metacognitive perceptions of extensive knowledge may be influencing consumers’
propensity to think broadly and consider multiple usage scenarios–past research has demonstrated a broadening effect for high objective
knowledge in brand recall tasks (Cowley and Mitchell 2003), but the role of subjective perceptions of knowledge remains unclear.

Alternately, subjective consumer knowledge may be influencing goal-directed purchase inferences. Recall that we gave subjects the
specific goal of buying a product for headache relief. Recent research (Labroo and Kim 2009) demonstrates that consumers use increased
processing effort as a signal of product instrumentality when engaged in goal-directed situations. Our findings concern the difficulty of
matching an appropriate product to a salient need; this difficulty may vary depending upon the consumer’s level of knowledge and the
level of product claim specificity. Thus, it is possible that the higher effort required to process the all-in-one product leads higher-
knowledge participants to prefer it. However, when a general-use product is included in the choice set, and/or when the consumer has a
low level of knowledge, the required processing effort may be too great, leading consumers to prefer the “easier” specific product.

Follow-up studies are being considered to analyze these theoretical implications. Future experiments will manipulate the perception
of knowledge by employing difficult/easy product tests for greater experimental control. We also plan to vary the level of objective
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ingredient information provided to further assess the interaction with subjective knowledge perceptions and any resulting inferences
regarding similarity. Subsequent tests will also focus upon the specific v. all-in-one choice set as it appears consumers are less able to infer
that the general-use product is appropriate for their functional needs. Confidence, risk-perception, and resistance to persuasion will also
be assessed, as these constructs are related to consumer knowledge and metacognition (Campbell and Goodstein 2001; Bearden, Hardesty,
and Rose 2001; Brown and Krishna 2004).

We are hopeful this research will contribute to a fuller understanding of preference for specific versus more general products, and
of inferences consumers form from their subjective and objective knowledge.
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In the Mind’s Eye: Embodied Simulation and Product Judgment
Aner Tal, Duke University, USA

Abstract
Spontaneous mental simulation of product interaction can have systematic effects on product judgment. Two studies demonstrate

predictable effects of consumers’ physical states on judgment. Physical states affect the simulated experience of products, and
consequently judgment of corresponding product attributes. This notion is demonstrated for judgment of product size (study 1) and the
energy provided by energy drinks (study 2). Crucially, the effects of physical states relevant to product experience on judgment are shown
to depend on conditions supportive of spontaneous simulation (study 2).

Consumers’ often engage in mental simulations of future consumption episodes. These simulations have been alternately named
mental simulations (Escales 2004), imagery (MacInnis and Price 1987), or consumption visions (Philips 1996). Such simulations have
a variety of mostly positive effects on product judgment, including improving consumers’ attitude towards products (Escales & Luce 2003;
Philips 1996), as well as their consumption experience (Tal, Huber and Lieb 2009).

The Spontaneous Occurrence of Simultion
Interestingly, Keller and McGill (1994) revealed that consumers may engage in imagery spontaneously and without explicit

instructions. This corroborates earlier research and speculation (MacInnis and Price 1987). Various factors have been linked to personal
and situational propensities to imagine product consumption, including vividness (Keller and McGill 1994; Nowlis et al. 2004), choice
mode (Bolton 2003; Shiv and Huber 2000), and product type (Dhar and Werternbroch 2000). Recent work (Tal 2009) builds on this
research in suggesting further conditions for the spontaneous occurrence of simulation.

Research in cognitive psychology corroborates wide-spread use of spontaneous simulation of various actions (Barsalou 2003;
Jeannerod 2001). People simulate actions and interactions with objects in response to a variety of stimuli, including the observation of
others’ actions (Gallese and Goldman 1998), words (Tettamanti et al. 2005), and pictures of usable objects (Grafton et al. 1997; Grezes
et al. 2003). Importantly, the process of spontaneous simulation is not necessarily conscious, and can consist of brain patterns simulating
actions that are not accessible to awareness (Niedenthal et al. 2005).


